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441—100.8(17A,80GA,HF667) Continued application of rules and sunset provisions. Except
as provided in subrule 100.8(2), these rules shall terminate the earlier of October 1, 2006, or when
legislative authority is discontinued.
100.8(1) CSRU’s participation in pilot projects. If CSRU’s participation has not terminated earlier,
CSRU’s participation in funded and unfunded pilot projects terminates at the same time as the termination
of these rules.
100.8(2) Receipt of incentives. Participants receiving incentives under these rules may continue to
receive the incentives after the termination of these rules or after they are no longer participants only as
follows:
a. For subrule 100.2(1), deviation from guidelines. If service of process has been accomplished
upon all parties before the earlier of termination of these rules or termination of participation, but an
order disposing of the establishment or modification action has not been entered before that date, then
the process may continue until entry of an order or other disposition.
b. For subrule 100.2(2), modification of support obligations. If service of process has been
accomplished upon all parties before the earlier of termination of these rules or termination of
participation, but an order disposing of the modification action has not been entered before that date,
then the process may continue until entry of an order or other disposition.
c. For subrule 100.2(2)“b”(1)“2,” either parent withdraws consent to deviate from the
guidelines. If a parent withdraws consent to deviate from the guidelines in setting an obligation, CSRU
may initiate a subsequent modification as provided in 100.2(2)“b”(1)“2.”
d. For subrule 100.2(2)“b”(1)“3,” modification of support obligations. Any obligations set at an
amount which deviates from the guidelines under this chapter shall continue only until the obligation is
modified or reviewed under existing rules, at which time consent of the parents is not a sufficient basis
for continuing the deviation.
e. For subrule 100.2(3), income withholding orders. This subrule shall apply to a participant or
former participant for the full time period allowed in the subrule.
f.
For subrule 100.2(4), satisfaction of the assigned support. This subrule shall apply to a
participant or former participant for the full time period allowed in the subrule.

